
ROOT CHAKRA MODALITIES

Changing the "I AM NOT” to the "I AM”
 

 
The 2 types of Triggers that uncover the "I AM NOT" Programs
 
1 - In the moment Triggers - people, places, things, or events trigger
a feeling in the moment.
 
2 - Life Triggers - life circumstances are triggering a feeling of losing
power - ex. periods of "waiting".  Feeling disempowered in time,
relationships, health, or money.
 
Be present in the trigger, find the I AM NOT that has resurrected -
notice what "I AM NOT” personality comes up. Name it in your mind.
 
Remove yourself from the trigger – TAKE NO ACTION 
 
Find a safe space.
 
 
 
 
Clearing the Root Program Modalities

Witness the Program - Express How You Really Feel

Time Travel Sequence

Higher Self Note - Remind

Talk to the Trigger - Now take action in the physical
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Witness the Program - Express the Feeling

 

Witness the Program:

Acknowledge the trigger.

Call out the Program vs the Problem.

Let the trigger be there without taking physical action.

Find a safe space - safe environment, safe relationship.

Say this is my "I AM NOT Program" - Claim it, Voice it.

This is just a Program!

Create time & space with the Program.

Acknowledge, accept, understand this is just a Program - stop

identifying with it.

 

 

Express How You Really Feel:

Feel all the Feels - Humiliated, scared, betrayed, etc.

Actually say how you are feeling - about this program coming up

again.

Be alone in a safe environment or with your mentor (non-

judgement).

Get down to "I feel disempowered" - say this out loud.

This truth breaks up the root wound.
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Time Travel Sequence

 

Find a SAFE environment. Use music if needed. 

Feel the disempowerment of the present moment trigger.

Ask yourself to take you back to another time you were

disempowered - "Take me back..."

Find a memory of a trauma that lead to disempowerment.

Take yourself to the moment or moment’s right after the trauma

you remembered.

Notice what behavior or action you took right after trauma, notice

who you became, or what you did to sooth yourself, who did you

become from this? Did you hide it and become angry or depressed?

Did you become attached to something? Did you change your

identity to hide the feelings? 

Acknowledge "It's not ok" you had to feel that, go through that.

Sit with yourself in the pain. See you. Acknowledge you. Say the

things you needed to say. Open up the pain & get it out of the

body.

Trauma holds on in the body from secrets, avoidance, and

resistance (fear and denial of it). If it is exposed and acknowledged

it dissipates and loses its power. This turns off the program.

 

Write a note to yourself from your Higher Self (use the recording

from this module) - Remind yourself who you really are.
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Take Action in the Physical

 

Don't take action until you become your safe relationship and have

turned off your "I AM Not" program - then take inspired action.

 

If your partner triggered you:

Sit them down creating a safe un-rushed place to talk.

Let them know that what you are working through, let them know

how big this is for you - get vulnerable.

Let them know that this is an old trigger and you are working to

heal this trauma.

Ask them if they can support you by being aware of what triggers

you, make your trauma known.

Let them know compassionately how it made you feel and what it

reminded you of.

Ask them if they have any triggers they would like to expose to you

that you may help them with.

If they refuse, excuse their energy from yours.

 

Business partner (same as partner).

 

If this is a stranger:

Go to the mirror or your mentor and pretend to have the same

conversation.
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Take Action in the Physical

 

If this is your child:

Ask them to say or do what they did differently for you.

Ask if they can help you do something (anything) to show support

to you.

Tell them how that made you feel without disempowering them or

becoming the victim or perpetrator.

Set solid boundaries and more balanced contribution to create

awareness - balanced giving and receiving.

 

If this is a co-worker or boss:

Use a mentor or mirror - authority and co-workers are best done

with a mentor or the mirror.

 

NEVER EVER USE ANGER TO CONFRONT TRIGGER: Anger is false

power coming from a feeling of disempowerment. You will only awake

the trauma in others and create glue like karma between the two of

you.

 

If the outside trigger doesn’t value you or honor your graceful desire

to heal…. It's time to rethink your relationships. 

 

We will dive into that during lesson 3 the Solar plexus.
 


